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Winnipeg Construction Association 

The Winnipeg Construction Association, established in 1904, represents the commercial construction 

industry in Manitoba.  Our member firms include manufacturers, suppliers, financial institutions, 

lawyers, insurance and bonding companies and brokers. These members deliver $2 billion worth of 

high quality, cutting edge industrial, commercial and institutional buildings for Manitoba annually.   

WCA has been proudly serving the entire construction industry in Manitoba for over 115 years with an 

independent and reasoned approach to policy and government affairs.  Our diverse membership base is 

our strength, delivering policy and advocacy priorities which are member driven and vetted, always with 

the focus to serve and promote the construction industry in Manitoba.  

Introduction 

WCA appreciates the opportunity to provide a submission to the Discussion Paper on a Proposed 

Accessibility Standard for the Design of Public Spaces.  This paper proposes new standards for 

accessibility for outdoor spaces. The new standards include, but are not limited to: ramps, stairs, bike 

lanes, signage, washrooms and many other areas.  

Manitoba’s construction industry is skilled in building environments that are accessible for everyone. 

To ensure that this is done in the most efficient way possible, it is vital that all players in the process 

have the best possible information. This includes having complete information about the project in the 

pre-bid and bidding stages. WCA will use this submission to highlight our views on how to deliver 

project clarity in imposing new standards. 

Clarity for project owners during the transition period 

The consultation paper outlines a clear transition period to the new standard, with obligations 

for Manitoba government projects coming into force after one year, two years for Public sector projects 
and all other projects having three years.

This transition period seems reasonable from our perspective. The paper also makes the following
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comments on the transition: 

The Standard applies to projects that will result in public spaces being built on or after the 
Standard comes into force. This transition clause only makes an exception for contracts 
signed on or before the Standard comes into force.  

WCA interprets this to mean that if a construction contract is signed on or before the ‘in force’ date the 

new standard does not apply. WCA is supportive of this approach to the transition, but it is extremely 

important that project owners1, design and architecture communities, and contractors are aware of the 

time frames.  Especially considering different entities will have different enforcement dates.  

It will be vital for contractors to have true and accurate information of the scope of a project at the 

bidding stage. If a project will be subject to the new standards that needs to be known when the 

project is designed and specified. 

Recommendation:  Work closely with project owners, designers and architects to ensure new standards 

and the transition timeframes are understood. 

Clarity for project owners on ‘Redevelopment’ definition 

One of the triggers which would require the new standards to be followed will be a ‘redevelopment’ of 

an outdoor space. It will be vital for project owners to know before a project is bid if scope of the 

project will require raising other aspects of the outdoor space to the new standard. The paper 

provides the following definition: 

Redevelopment - means significant planned changes to a public space, e.g., resurfacing or 
expanding a parking lot. It does not include maintenance activities, environmental 
mitigation or environmental restoration.  

WCA can foresee the time where a project owner plans a change to an outdoor space, hires a 
contractor to complete the work, only to find out that there is a number of additional changes 
required which were not in the original scope of the project. This will obviously cause a conflict 
between the owner and anyone else working on the project and additional unexpected costs to 
the owner.   

The only way to avoid this situation will be for absolute clarity when a project will trigger the new 
standards.  There are several ways this can be provided, such as: 

1. A clear and objective definition of the trigger.

2. Well informed and trained architects and designers of outdoor spaces

3. Well informed and trained inspectors and permit providers

Recommendation:  The DOI should be engaging the design and architect community and permit and 

inspection community to create a clear definition of the trigger for the new standards in a 

redevelopment scenario. 

1 Project owners in the construction industry are the individuals, company or public/community body for whom 
the work is being completed. 
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WCA appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the new standard for disability access 

in outdoor public spaces. If you have any questions please contact Darryl Harrison, Manager, Policy 

and Research, at darryl@winnipegconstruction.ca . 

Darryl Harrison 

Manager, Policy and Research 

Winnipeg Construction Association 
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